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1.0	 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This is the final report for Phases II and III of the Development
of a Self Contained Heat Rejection Module Program conducted under NASA contract
NAS9--14408. The objective of this program was to perform detail design and
construct a prototype test article Self Contained Heat Rejection Module (SHRM).
Also to install this test article in the NASA/JSC Space Environment Simulation
Laboratory Chamber A and conduct thermal vacuum demonstration and performance
testing. The end product of this contract was the prototype hardware, the
test article and the test results.
The SHRM is an auxiliary heat rejection system designed to provide
cooling for advanced spacecraft. The SHRM is to be developed, fabricated and
qualified separately from the parent vehicles, but is to be compatible with
Shuttle Orbiter payloads, Free flying experiment modules launched from the
Shuttle or by a dedicated launch vehicle. Phase I of this program involved
extensive conceptual design, analysis and design, fabrication and testing of
a laboratory prototype SHRM. In addition a preliminary design of a flight
prototype SHRM was developed. This effort was reported in the Phase I Final
Report, Reference (1).
As a result of the Phase I work a SHRM system was selected which
consisted of radiator panels which are deployable by means of scissor type
linkage mechanism and the flow equipment necessary to reject heat from these
panels. Conceptually there would be two types of systems, one to provide
heat load control with low return temperatures (40°F or below) aad one at
higher temperatures (approximately 100°F). The first type would include a
dual mode system which would have the capability of operating as either a
pumped liquid radiator or a vapor compression refrigeration system using the
radiator panels as the condenser. Condensing radiators have been studied in
a previous program documented in Reference (2). Addition of the vapor com-
pression system allows the return of conditioned heat transport fluid at low
temperatures under severe environments which limit the return temperature of
a pumped liquid system. The second type would be a pure pumped liquid radia-
tor system. The heat load could then be partitioned between the two systems
or passed through the systems sequentially with the conventional radiator
system providing for high return temperature heat rejection and the dual mode
1
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system the low return temperatures. The dual mode system was designed to
use the vapor compression refrigeration only when necessary due to higher
power requirements. The pumped liquid part of the dual mode system would
be used whenever the heat loads and environments are such that the require-
ments can be met by conventional radiators.
The Phase II and III program was to design, fabricate and test a
SHRM system of the dual mode type. In the Phase I study the scissors meth-
anism was selected and it was found to be quite similar to the device used
to deploy solar panels from the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) on the Skylab
program. Since the ATM deployment device was flight qualified, a successful
effort was made to obtain a spare for use on the SHRM program. Radiator
panels were sized and designed to fit on four of the five panel locations
on the ATM frame. Fluid swivels developed in Phase I were used to provide
for fluid transfer across the movable joints. The panels were installed on
the ATM frame and a simulated zero-gravity deployment test was successfully
conducted at the Marshall Spaceflight Center facility in Huntsville, Alabama.
A prototype flow module was designed to provide dual mode flow
eav,Lpment in a package approximately the size necessary to fit into the ATM
pallet. The components used in the flow module were prototype in that they
were selected to be operationally similar to the flight components but not
necessarily flight weight or qualified. This allowed considerable cost
savings in the purchase of refrigeration components since many off-the-shelf
items could be used. It would have been desirable to use R-21 as the trans-
port fluid since this is the substance being used in the Shuttle Orbiter and
payload heat rejection systems; however, due to the lack of available R-21
refrigeration hardware, R-12 was selected for use in the flight prototype	 I
program.
Two weeks of thermal vacuum testing of the prototype SHRM was con-
ducted in NASA-Johnson Space Center, Chamber A. The two weeks of testing
occurred on 20--24 October and 4-7 November 1975• A week was scheduled be-
tween the tests since a holiday fell in that week and also to allow equipment
refurbishment and changes. A total of 152 hours testing was conducted, 95
in the first week and 57 in the second. The objectives of the test were to
demonstrate and map the performance of the deployable duel mode system and
to evaluate the radiator and refrigeration components and to obtain the
2
tcharacteristics of the deal mode system in switching operation between
the two mode°. The test pltm to accomplish this included 44 test points,
(18 radiator/17 ref'rig-ratiion) and 9 dual mode tests. Due to various test
difficulties and test plan revisions based on real time evaluation of re-
sults, 22 radiator, 17 refrigeration and 3 dual mode points were actually
taken.
Problems were encountered with the panels, pump,
solenoid valves, compressor and one fluid swivel during the
testing. The problems were all resolved during the
testing except that concerning the swivel. The swivel between the second
and third panels would not rotate during a cold retraction and the result
was the flex line which connected the swivel to the panels twisted and
ruptured. A post test investigation revealed the cause of this anomaly to
be frozen refrigerant oil deposited in a close tolerance area between the
swivel body and rotating shaft outside the swivel seal. The oil apparently
accumulated there as a result of R-12 leaks across the seal due to side
load on the swivel during GSE operatitas. The swivel design is ,fudged
to be acceptable for pumped liquid applications but should be redesigned
for systems containing oil.
Maps of the heat rejection capacity in both modes were generated
for three different return temperatures, 35, --10 and +10°F. These maps in-
dicated distinct o peration ranges for the two modes as a function of heat
load and thermal environment. Limited low load data was taken due to pre-
mature test termination in the second week as a result of the severe leak
in the flex line. Component evaluations indicated adequate performance from
the pumps, compressor and accumulator. During the first week of testing the
contact heat exchanger did not achieve the expected performance level. Be-
tween the two weeks of the test the heat exchanger was repacked with GE641
Insulgrease replacing the DC380 thermal grease originally installed between
the contact surfaces. The GE641 had indicated superior performance in element
tests. In addition the heat load source R-21 flow rate was adjusted to
equalize the heat capacities on both sides of the heat exchanger. The second
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Aveek's test results indicated greatly improved performance (0.89 effec-
tiveness) and demonstrated the concept is valid and the contact heat
exchanger device is suitable for use in the SHRM or other devices with
similar requirements.
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f2.0
	 HARDWARE DESIGN AND DESCRIPTION
This section discusses the SHRM flight system design and the
component design and selection. The test hardware, installation and
instrumentation are also described.
2.1	 Flight System Design
During the early portion of the SHRM Phase I effort a set of
design requirements were formulated. These design requirements are sum-
marized in Table 1. Extensive trade studies were subsequently conducted
in Phase I to define an efficient flight system design which would meet
these design requirements.
A schematic of the resulting final system is shown in Figure 1.
The system contains four arrays of deployable radiator panels arranged into
two separate and somewhat different types of systems. The first is a con-
ventional pumped liquid radiator which consists of two of the panel arrays
and a liquid pump. An accumulator is included to maintain system pressure
above vapor pressure and to provide the volume to allow for changes in liquid
volume due to thermal expansion. A bypass valve provides heat load control
3
to maintain a constant return from the heat rejection system to the inter-
:.	 cooler. The bypass valve (radiator control valve) routes part of the liquid 	 i
flow around the radiators then mixes this relatively hot liquid with the
cold liquid returning from the radiators to achieve the desired mixed return
temperature. An automatic controller senses the mixed return temperature, com-
pares it with a desired set point and adjusts the valve position accordingly.
A heat exchanger is used to transfer heat from the spacecraft thermal con-
trol system into the SHRM heat rejection system. The two arrays of radiator
panels are connected in parallel, however, the four panels in each array are
series flow connected. Such, an arrangement maintains equal flow through
each panel which is sufficiently high to effect efficient forced convection
heat transfer from the fluid to the radiator tubes but does not result in
excessive pressure drop through the panels.
The second type of system, illustrated on the right side of Figure
1, is a dual mode system which can operate as either a pumped liquid or vapor
compression heat rejection system. A pumped liquid system is included similar
to that already described and in addition a vapor compressor and liquid'	 i
a
TABLE 1 -- SHRM DESIGN GUIDELINES AND CONSTRAINTS
-- FULL 4 WING sysm -
VEHICLE INTERFACE
,O LOW MODERATE HIGH
RETURN RETURN
O TAT TEMP Tf'
Return Temperature, °C -18 2 27
Delivery Temperature, °C 93 71 TL
Max. Heat Load, kW 23.4 58.6 58.r
Working Fluid
Required Flowrate, kg/s
Refrigerant 12
0.165
Water
0.201
Refrigerant 21
1.23"
Application Manned or unmanned scien- Manned Payload Unmanned Scientific
tific payload with cold Payload
storage requirement
Heat Load. Range 100:1 1000:1 1000:1
a% Physical Characteristics Mechanical interface rather than fluid if possible.
On-Orbit ?'date-Up Attachment to and deployment from the Spacelab.
SHRM
Controls Applicable to any design return temperature
Working Fluid R-21 for flight system, R-12 is allowable for prototype systen.
Envelope Maximum diameter of 4.6 m for stowage in Shuttle cargo bay.
Use volume above s-oacelab pallet if passible.
External Environment Design Conditions:
EARTH ORBIT TRANSLUNlAR LUNAP ORBIT
370 km full sun orbit fixed orientation 92.6 km full sun orbi-'
free-flying or attached free-flying free-flying
to Shuttle
Radiant interchange with No radiant exchange No radiant exchange with
Shuttle; None with other with other vehicles other vehicles or solar
vehicles or solar cells or solar cells cells
Launch & Re-entry Environment Inside vehicle, so no aerodynamic heating thermal Drotection is required.
Use Shuttle orbiter vibroacoustic environment.
MOC	 L
B°C
WATER .199 KG/S
2°C -0
WING # 1
	
WING # 2
Y-PASS VALVE
BY-PASS VALVE
PUMP
WING # 3	 WING # 4
BY-PASS
VALVE
--I
71°C
- 75°t
SMRM FLOW scMEMarIc
FIGURE 1	 SHRM FLIGHT DESIGN SCHEMATIC
s^
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expansion valve are added. The necessary valves to switch from one mode
to the other are included and the accumulator is sized large enough -to
contain the approximately 2/3 of the liquid volume which must be removed
in order to operate the system in the refrigeration mode. The two arrays
of radiator panels are connected in parallel as in the other system and
the four panels 4,n each array are also connected in parallel. The parallel
connection is necessary in order to operate the radiators as both pumped
liquid radiators and as condensing radiators in the vapor compression cycle.
Significantly higher pressure drops are experienced with condensing panels
and therefore the parallel connections are necessary to avoid excessive
performance degradation. Parallel connections create a problem in achieving
an equal flow split between the panels in both modes since identical flow
paths to each panel are difficult with a deployable radiator system. Pres-
sure drop characteristics of flow metering devices such as orifices and
venturis differ for vapor and liquid flow and for different flow regimes.
Thus,if such devices are used to achieve an equal flow split, the split for
pumped liquid will differ from that for the two phase condensing operation.
Some compromise is necessary to select a Flow distribution which is satis-
factory for both modes of operation. The intercooler heat exchanger would
also seem to present a similar problem, however, design for liquid to
evaporating liquid heat exchange and. design for liquid to liquid heat trans-
fer do not result in significantly different designs.
The two types of systems could best be combined as shown in Figure
1 where the pumped liquid radiator system is used to reject heat at the
higher temperatures with control to lower temperature accomplished with the
dual mode system. When a combination of high heat load and environment pre-
vents return at the desired temperature the refrigeration system may be used.
The power penalty associated with the use of the compressor makes it more
efficient to minimize the amount of heat rejected using the vapor compression.
This is done, as shown in Figure 1, by rejecting all the heat possible from
the pumped liquid system prior to routing the coolant to the dual mode system.
In doing this, the heat rejection has been partitioned into a high tempera-
ture system and a low temperature system to achieve the desired total heat
rejection and return temperature as efficiently as possible. When the
!GINAL PAGE IS
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;t rFquirements could be met without the use of refrigeration in the low tem-
perature system it would be operated in the pimped liquid mode also, thus
saving power.	 An automatic controller senses when this is the case and
w selects the proper mode of operation for the dual mode system.
_ Trade studies to select a deployment mechanism were also con-
ducted in Phase T.	 The selected type of mechanism is illustrated in Figure
2.	 The mechanism is of a scissors linkage type design similar to that used
in the Skylab program to deploy the'Apollo Telescope Mount solar panels.
The actual radiator panel design is an optimization considering the higher
efficiency with thicker fins and more flow tubes versus the added weight.
In general the most weight optimum panel is the one with the thinnest fin,
r° however, this requires more area which increases the weight of the deploy-
ment system.	 In addition there are inherent structural lower limits to the
fin thickness which usually defines this parameter rather than radiator
efficiency/weight trades.	 Past studies (References 3 and 4) have indicated
that designing for a fin effectiveness of about 0.90 produces a near optimum
E	
-
design.	 Area sizing was made assuming the panels are coated with silver-
Teflon tape with optical properties of solar absorptivity 0.10 and thermal
emissivity 0.80.
2.2	 Test System Design
The selection of the scissors linkage mechanism for the deployment
fixture resulted in an actual Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) deployment frame being
obtained by Johnson Space Center from the Marshall. Space Flight Center (MSFC)
for use in the SHRM program. 	 The use of this device dictated, to a large
l
extent, the design of the prototype test system..	 By installing four radiator	 j
panels on the ATM frame, one wing of the flight design can be simulated.
Since the dual mode system is the most complex, and since it also contains a
pumped liquid radiator system similar to that in the high temperature part
of the system, a dual mode wing was selected for the flight prototype test.
The radiator panels were designed to install on the ATM frame and eight fluid
1
swivels of a design which was developed in Phase I were used to provide fluid
transfer across the joints.	 A sketch of the panel configuration is shown in	 j
Figure 3, along with the details of panel design. 	 Complete details of the
`. 11
panel design and installation are given in Reference (5).
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iA prototype flow module was designed to be the approximate size
to fit into the ATM pallet. A schematic of this flow module is shown in
Figure 4. Due to the prototype nature of this hardware the arrangement
is somewhat more complicated than the flight system illustrated in Figure 1.
The major differences are:
1. Three way latching control valves were not available
to perform system selection as shown in Figure 1.
It was necessary to use five pneumatically controlled
valves to accomplish this function.
2. A selection of two evaporator temperatures during the
thermal vacuum test was provided by installing two
expansion valves in parallel.
3. The metal bellows accumulators were too small, to con-
tain enough R-12 to allow mode switches. An auxiliary
accumulator was added to provide the necessary volume.
4. An oil separator, liquid filter - dryer, and a suction
falter were included to provide for positive lubrica-
tion and protect the system from contaminants.
5. Check valves and manual fill valves were added to
allow servicing and rework of parts of the system with-
out evacuating the entire SHRM.
Operation can be switched between modes by adjusting the position of
the remotely operated valves, solenoid valves 3, 4, 7, 8 and 9 and ball valve
3 and adding or removing R-12. As explained previously, the amount of refri-
gerant necessary for operating in the two modes differs. A completely full
"hard liquid" system is required for pumped liquid operation. It is also
necessary to have a system pressure somewhat above the vapor pressure at the
hottest point in the system in order to prevent cavitation in the pump. For
vapor compression it is necessary -to have liquid in the system in an amount
equal to about 1/3 of the system volume. A metal bellows accumulator with an
electrical quantity readout was provided to accommodate these changes. One
side of tie bellows in the accumulator was pressurized with regulated GN2
to allow adjustment of system pressure to the desired value. However, this
*^.
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PROTOTYPE TEST FLOC! MODULE SCHEMATIC AND INSTRUMENTATION
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accumulator proved to be too small and it was necessary to add a temperature;
controlled auxiliary accumulator later. Fluid was transferred out of this
accumulator by electrically heating the reservoir. Fluid was returned to
the auxiliary accumulator for vapor compression operation by starting the
compressor and utilizing it to force the desired amount of liquid into the
accumulator. The transfer process was facilitated by liquid nitrogen cooling
of the auxiliary accumulator. The amount of liquid in the system and accu-
mulators was monitored by sight glasses on the auxiliary accumulator and an
electrical quantity readout signal from the metal bellows accumulator. R--12
return temperature control was accomplished by use of a bypass mixing valve
(radiator control valve, RCV in Figure 4) in the radiator mode and by con-
stant pressure expansion valves (FXPV1 and MV2) which regulate evaporator
pressure (and therefore temperature) to selected values. Choice of two
evaporator temperatures during testing was made by selectively opening and
closing remotely controlled valves SV8 and SV9.
The selection of the components in the system was made based on
both requirements and availability. A Sunstrand centrifugal pump was selected.
This device was purchased by JSC according to Vought specifications and fur-
nished to Vought for installation. The compressor, and accumulator were
obtained in a similar manner.
The compressor selected was a Fairchild Stratos heli-rotor model
with a nominal 10,500 W of cooling rating 0 tons). The accumulator was made
by the Metal Bellows Corporation. The remote control,valves and the radiator
control valve were purchased under previous contracts and were furnished
Vought by JSC. The radiator panels were specifically designed to fit into
the ATM frame and were constructed by Vought under the Phase II and III SNRM
contract. A uniquely designed contact heat exchanger was selected for the
I
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A- interface heat exchanger. This device, shown in Photographs of
Figures 5 and 6, was designed by Vought and built by United Aircraft
'	 Products. The contact heat exchanger provides a mechanical rather
than fluid interface between the SHRM and the spacecraft thermal con-
trol loop. This will allow the installation and removal of the
SHRM from a spacecraft without breaking into either fluid system.
These tests represented the first full scale testing of this device.
Figure 5 shows a photograph of an assembled contact heat
exchanger and Figure 6 partially assembled. Each half of the heat
exchanger was comprised of five flat cola plates of meat exchanger
core manifolded together as shown in the photograph. The surfaces
were coated 4rith a highly conductive thermal grease, originally Dow
Corning 380 and later replaced. with General Electric 641. The grease
can be seen in Figure 6. The two halves were assembled as shown in
Figure 6 and bolted together with 45 bolts to provide the high contact
pressure necessary for efficient conduction. The expansion valves selected
were constant pressure expansion valves made by the Refrigerating
Specialties Company. These valves maintain the evaporator at a con-
stant pressure and therefore temperature regardless of the capacity
at which the system is being operated. The remainder of the flowr
components were commercially available hardware obtained from Roca]
suppliers.
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FIGURE 6 ASSEMBLY OF CONTACT HEAT EXCHAN6EP
therefore temperature regardless of the capacity at which the system is
being operated. The remainder of the flow components were commer;sially
available hardware obtained from local suppliers,
2.3	 Test Hardware Installation and Instrumentation
The test hardware used in the subject test consisted of four
radiator panels connected with fluid swivels, an ATM deployment mechanism,
a deployment fixture to allow deployment and retraction of the ATM mechanism
at earth gravity, a flow module containing the compressor, pump and other
flow hardware and an electronic controller to provide return temperature and
mode selection control. In addition there was a three phase, variable fre-
quency, variable voltage power generator for compressor power and deployable
infrared lamps that provided environment simulation. Sufficient instrumenta-
tion of the test hardware was included for system monitoring and control
and to evaluate the system performance.
The overall test installation is illustrated in the photograph of
Figure 7 which was taken from the third level of the chamber. As can be seen
in this photogrwph there were locations for five panels in the ATM frame,
however, only four radiator panels were installed. The empty frame represents
the end of the deployment mechanism which would be attached to the spacecraft
or pallet. The relative locations of the deployment/retraction motor and flow
module are also shown in this photograph. A closer view of the radiator panels
is shown in Figure 8. The four panels were constructed of aluminum tube ex-
trusions seam welded to 0.00102 meter (0.040 in.) aluminum sheets at 0.16 meter
(6.3 in.) intervals. The panel size to fit on the ATM frame was 2.57 (101.25
inches) by 2.37 meters (93.25 inches), These panels provide a total radiating
area of 148.7 m2 (521 .5 ft 2 ) since they radiate from both sides. The panels
were coated with a black velvet paint in order to facilitate non-reflective
environment simulation with infrared lamps. The eight fluid swivels were
located between the panels at the locations illustrated in Figure 8. The
radiator panels were heavily instrumented with copper-constantan thermocouples.
There were 70 locations on panel 1, 35 on panel 2 and 18 on panels 3 and 4.
Locations of these thermocouples are shown in Figure 9. The locations were
selected to provide temperature maps of the panels for heat rejection calcula-
tions and to evaluate panel performance both as pumped fluid radiators and as
18
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FIGURE j - SHRM TEST HARDWARE INSTALLATION
FIGURE 8 - SHRM PANELS AND DEPLOYMENT FIXTURE
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condensing radiator panels. In addition, a thermocouple was located on
each of the eight fluid swivels. The first two panels were instrumented
with five radiometers to measure absorbed flux from the environment simula-
tor. The locations are shown on Figure 8.
The ATM frame on which the panels are mounted is also shown in
Figures 7 and 8 This scissors-linkage type mechanism ordinarily deploys 	 ...
by placing a force on the ends of the linkage and causing an accordion like
outward projection. For this test, however, a chain drive mechanism and a
wide track were used to pull the linkage mechanism in and out in a horizon-
tal plane. The guiding track can be seen in Figure 8. A large electric
motor located at the end of the mechanism was used to provide the deployment
and retraction force and load cells on each side of the frame were used to
measure the force.
A prototype of the flow module is shown in Figure 10. This module
contains the flow equipment which was illustrated in Figure 4. The flow
module was instrumented with immersion thermocouples, pressure transducers
and flow meters at key locations in the system. These instrumentation locs,--
tions are shown in the schematic of Figure 4.
The simulated heat load was provided by an external R-21 fluid
system which could deliver a wide range of flowrates and temperatures to the
payload thermal control system side of the contact heat exchanger.
An electric controller provided return temperature control and mode
selection. It provided for temperature and therefore heat rejection control
in the pumped liquid mode by variation of radiator flowrate based on a com-
parison of A (see Figure 4) with the desired value. Capability of two dif-
ferent control set points was included. Capacity control in the refrigera-
tion mode was accomplished by manual adjustment of compressor speed by power
frequency variations to the compressor's three phase, 400 cycle motor. The
controller had the capability to automatically initiate a switch from the
radiator to the refrigeration Mode when either the heat load or environment
prevented coolant return (T2 on Figure 4) at the desired control temperature.
Return to radiator mode could be manually initiated from a control console.
In both cases the controller set the proper valve positions, allowed time de-
.1	 lays for the transfer of fluid in or out of the system, and started the com-
pressor or pump. The control cor-ole shown in Figure 11 also provided read-
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outs of key signals such as valve positions, temperature error, compressor
electrical measurements and contained manual overrides of key valve positions.
Power to the compressor was provided by a rotary, three phase genera-
tor. The generators' voltage regulator was modified to cause a linearly de-
creasing voltage as frequency is reduced from 400 cycles per second, 208 volts
(rated power input to the compressor). This is necessary to optimize the power
consumption at reduced compressor speeds. Frequency was controlled by speed
control of the generator's drive motor.
Environment simulation was provided by arrays of deployable infrared
lamps as shown in the photograph of Figure 12. The arrays are shown in the re-
tracted position. Position adjustment of the lamps was necessary to allow
deployment and retraction of the radiator panels during the test. The lamps
could be deployed upward to just below the panels when the panels were in a
deployed (flat) position by use of the pneumatic actuators shown in Figure 12.
Flux from the lamps was monitored by the panel radiometers and adjusted to the
desired values. All environment simulation flux was incident on the lower
panel surface with the upper surface exposed to chamber simulation of deep space
env-1.ronment .
r
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3.0	 TEST PLAN
The original test objectives and a detailed test plan were delineated in
the detailed test procedures (Ref. 6). Deviations from the original plans were
caused by the Various hardware problems which are discussed in Section 4.0 of
this report and test planning was performed on a continuing basis during week
one. Between the two weeks of testing the results of week l and the status of	 ^• a
the hardware were reviewed and a new test plan written for the' second week of
testing. This test plan was followed much more closely than the original one
and was deviated from only slightly until the test was terminated due to a
severe flex line leak. This section discusses the test objectives and original
test plan and how the plan was deviated during the first week. The second
week's test is then discussed.
3.1
	
Test Objectives and Original Test Plan
The specific test objectives for the Chamber A thermal vacuum test
were:
1. Demonstrate deployment and retraction under realistic
environment and heat load conditions.	 During these
operations determine the loads and evaluate the fluid
swivel design.
2. Determine heat rejection capability under pumped fluid
radiator and refrigeration cycle modes and assess in-
_
teraction of a system of condensing radiatorY	 panels.P
3. E'v'aluate operation of radiator and refrigeration loop
components used in a closed cycle system.	 The com-
ponents to be evaluated were the contact heat exchanger,
R--12 compressor, accumulator and liquid pump.
4. Obtain characteristics of "dual mode" control system in
switching between pumped liquid radiator and refrigera-
tion cycle operation.
5. Investigate system performance under off-nominal condi-
tions including extreme beat loads, environments and
partial deployment.
To accomplish these test objectives a test plan with 44 test paints
" was prepared.
3
A summary of these test points is given in Table 2.	 There were
F ^7
18 planned tests of radiator mode operation, 17 refrigeration and 9 dual
mode. These tests were organized into four phases as illustrated in the
four charts of fable 2 which progressed from lowest to highest risk. First,
pure pumped fluid radiator testing was to be conducted then pure refrigera-
tion, next mixed mode tests demonstrating the controller were planned fol-
lowed by a series of off-nominal conditions tests. The test points were
designed to map both the radiator and refrigeration system capacities.
The range of environments simulated cover earth orbital, translunar, full
sun lunar orbit, and off-nominal conditions.
3.2	 Revised Test Flan
During the first week of testing the test plan and sequence was
revised as required by the hardware problems discussed in Section 4.0 and
to add test points to insure sufficient data was obtained to define the
system capabilities. The characteristics of the added test points will be dis-
cussed in the test results discussion in Section 4.0. 'Tests points 1 and 1A
were conducted as scheduled then the sequence changed to run test point 8.
Three other radiator system-test points were conducted, 10A (a point added
to document radiator performance in view of the level of contact heat ex-
changer performance), 4, and 5. The sequence was then altered to run a
series of refrigeration points which were at the same environment since some
difficulty had been incurred with the environment simulator. The mode switch
was conducted and test points 13, 16, 16A, 21, 22, 14, 17, 18 and 19 were run
in that sequence. A switch back to the radiator mode was made and test points
7, 6 and 11 were conducted which were skipped previously due to the environ-
ment simulator problem, A change in sequence was again made to switch back
to refrigeration due to a liquid pump failure and test points 19A and 29B,
which were added to further document refrigeration capabilities based on the
test results thus far observed, were run. When the pump was again operational,
test points 46, 47 and 48 were conducted plus $A and 8B which were new points
to further document radiator system performance. 'Then new refrigeration test
points 14A and 17A were conducted and the week's testing terminated. No
mode change experiments were conducted in week 1. The condition of the hard-
ware would not support these operations in the latter part of week 1.
During the week between the tests a new test sequence for the
second week was prepared based on the results of the first week's tests and the
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changes in hardware. The test points were renumbered in sequence. A summary	 j
of the week 2 Test Plan is shown in Table 3. This new sequence was designed
to:
1. evaluate the changes/improvements to the test equipment
between tests.
2. Obtain the originally planned test data not accomplished
in week 1, especially the mode change tests and low load
limits.
3. Map performance at a new (10°F) return temperature.
The week 2 test plan was followed quite closely with no major pertu-
bations until the low load points were attempted. A flow stoppage to panel 4
caused some compromise in the quality of test points 114 and 115 which will
be discussed later, then a severe leak which resulted when retraction was
attempted caused the cancellation of test points 116-121.
TABLE 3 REVIBED TEST PLA014 FOR WEEK 2
W
70TAL
TEST r^7STE
OBJECTIVE POINT FLOW (LB/HR) DURATION (HR) ENVIRON-
NUMBER YMIT (BTU/NR °F)F	 W." F2 T.P. CM4.
Evaluate HK 101	 ice'	 Z- 2050 2444 3 3 $2
Grease 102	 J!;' ,, 2050 ±896 3 6
11
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Y
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Cold Retract 116 C)
1
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Deploy (-250 0F) 118 20 50 1886 6 63 0
50 (-21'F) 119 1886 8 11 0
Deploy (-2500F) 120 205 0 1886 6 77 0
1/2 Retract, Cold Deploy/Recov. 121 2,050 1886 1 78 0
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4.0	 TEST RESULTS
The results of the Thermal Vacuum Testing of the SHRM provided
d
sufficient data to evaluate both system and component performance.	 A total
of 42 test points were conducted during the two weeks of testing compared
" to the planned 44.	 Of these there were 22 radiator, 17 refrigeration and
- 3 dual mode points compared to 18, 17 and q planned. 	 A summary of the test
points conducted are given in Table 4.	 Retraction and deployment were dem-
onstrated at ambient and at cold (average panel temperatures -4 to --400F)
conditions with no anomalies.	 Deployment and retraction were also demonstrated
at very cold temperatures (-14o to -273°F) with damage incurred to one flex
line.	 All the test objectives were achieved 'with the exception that only
limited low load test data were obtained. 	 ?Deployment and retraction of a de-
-' ployable radiator system was successfully demonstrated.
	
This section will
discuss the hardware problems, thei- resolution and impact. 	 The system
thermodynamic test results and the evaluation of the components based on
the test data will then be presented.
4.1	 Hardware Problems and Corrective Actions
During the testing there were several hardware problems which had
various effects on the system designs, schedule, test planning and test sequence.
Since much of the rationale for test activities involved the status of the
har-jare the major hardware problems incurred are delineated, the subsequent
corrective actions taken are discussed and the impact on the conduct of the
test explained.	 The problems are discussed in chronological order beginning
with the pre-test activities of panel calibration and ambient checkout then
the first week of testing followed by the week of refurbishment then the final
week of testing.
4.1.1	 Pre-Test Activity Hardware Problems
During the pre-test activities three problems were noted:
1.	 In pumped fluid mode an unequal flow split
among panels was observed.
2.	 The fluid pump output was only 2070 lbm/hr
with full radiator Flow.
3,	 Damage of expansion valves during proof
pressure test.
j
i
r
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TABLE 4 TEST POINT SEQUENCE SU MARY - IST WEM
C G
o^
^ h
R21 R12
HEAT HX1 TEMPS
TIN TOT1T TIN TOUT ENVIRONMMT
M HEAT
REJECTION
TEST POINT NODE °rI i!EL 2E) (°E' (BTU/HR-FT'2) (BTU/HR}
3A Radiator 113.4 61.9 36.0 101.5 73.5 32,610
8 Radiator 74.5 20.3 -7.0 61.9 Lamps Off 33,01:0
10A Radiator, 61.9 27.1 13.6 55.5 68.7 21,360
4 Radiator 87-55 47.1--38.3 33.8 49.2 83 Variable
5 Radiator 55-87 38.3-47.1 33.8 76.6 83 Variable
13 RefriCeration 105.4 49.2 33.8 31.5 83 37,600
16 Refrigeration 105-60 47.1-38.3 33.8 31.5 33 Variable
16A Retfrageration 119.3 59.8 36.0 38.3 89 3 38,820
21 Refrigeration 61.9 36.0 -16.4 59.8 82.0 13,0140
22 Refrigeration 27.1 0.1 -1&.4 27.1 82.0 13,370
1^ Refrigeration 105.4 47.1 36.0 33.8 39.3 35,960
17 Refrigeration 105.4 49.2 36.0 33.8 104.9 311,700
18 Refrigeration 107.4 51.3 36.0 36.0 1221.7 33,620
19 Refrigeration 107.4 53.4 38.3 38.3 l4l .6 31,070
7 Radiator 6D.8 17.0 -2.1 51.3 40.0 26,1:60
6 Radiator 107.4 51.3 34.9 9i.4 10--90 Variable
11 Radiator 57.0 11.4 -4.5 1:5.0 10-40 Variable
19A P.efrigrz-ation 105.4 55-.5 38.3 38.3 155.4 32,500
19B Refrigeration 107.4 61 .5 45 .0 51.3 200 28,600
46 Radiator 161.6 76.6 33.8 138.2 16.4 51,805
47 Radiator 146.9 72.4 36.0 125.3 43 45,663
4E Radiator 80.8 49.2 36.0 72.4 121.4 18,050
8A Radiator 29.3 4.6 -4.5 24.8 79.1 14,560
8B Radiator 11.4 0.1 -11.5 6.9 108.1 5,260
3. 1*A Refrigeration 125.3 59.6 38.3 30'.0 42.3 39,873
17A Refrigeration 111.1► 53.4 35.0 38.3 101.3 2.6,190
COMEM
2 br inlet tee ramp
2 hr inlet tenp ra=p
2 hr inlet temp ramp
Environment cvr-les
Environment cycles
Run aborted due
to temp
F
C^
r
TEST POINT MODE
101 Radiator
102 Radiator
103 Radiator
104 Bad - Ref
105 Ref - Bad
106 Bad - Ref
?0'^ Refrigeration
120 Radiator
109 Radiator
308 Radiator
111 Refrigeration
112 Refrigeration
113 Refrigeration
111A Refrigeration
114 Radiator
115 Radiator
TABLE 4' (CO?4T' D )
TEST POINT SEQUENCE SUMMARY - 2ND WEEK
R21
BEAT SOURCE
TIN TOUT
iaL (°F
110.7 56.7
116.7 44.1
96.1 44.1
85-llo 4o5-87-43
110-103 44-102-42
85.9 40-75
101.1 42. 5
38.5 17.5
71.4 21.6
101.1 24.8
lo6.9 32.9
85.5 24.0
78.3 21.6
103.3 32.1
70.9 36.1
36.1 36.1
R12
Hx TEMPS
TIN TOUT
NET HEAT
REdEC1'TON
fI_ ifF)
E"MOIRUM
„BTU/HR-FT2) (BTU/HR) COY-KENT5
36.9 102.6 82.7 33,210
34.5 102.6 78.4 32,250
36.1 85.9 80.3 31,1+30
36-40 Variable 105.0 Variable Mode switch, Tiff ramp
36 Variable 100.6 Variable Node swir,ch, Tin reap
36 Variable 100--150 Variable Node switch, envn. ra:
36.1 56.7 120.1 36,420
15.0 34.5 120.1 9,140
i5.o 59.8 80.7 22,440
1a.2 B1.4 40.6 35,410
14.2 12.6 42.4 33,240
8.5 6.1 61.3 26,920
9.3 8.5 119.4 24,450
12.6 11.8 48.2 32,590
35.3 44.1 Lwrps off 2,730 Low load
35.3 36.1 Lamps Off 380 Low Load
1. A test was devised to determine the flow split among the four
panels in the pumped fluid mode. The panels were orificed to provide an
equal flow split in the vapor compression mode and some flow skew was ex-
pected. The test was conducted to determine what the actual distribution
was so the acceptability could be determined. To accomplish this a flow-
meter was installed on the inlet side between panels 1 and 2, 2 and 3, 3
and 4 (see Figure'3)• Total flow was read from FM2 in the flow module.
It was impossible to install a flowmeter to measure each panel flow due to
the manifold and panel design. The flow to panel 1 was calculated by sub-
tracting the flow between panels 1 and 2 from the total flow, the flow to
panel 2 by subtracting the flow between panels 3 and 4 from the flow between
1 and 2, etc. '.!.'he result was:
Panel l -- 920
Panel 2 - 520
Panel 3 -- 365
Panel 4 - 215
2020 lbm/hr - Total Flow Reading 2060
These resulted in laminar flow through panel 4 which would not result
in acceptance fluid to tube heat transfer. Analysis indicated the presence
of the flowmeters in the line could have significantly affected the distri-
bution. The test was subsequently run with all the flow meters removed ex-
cept the two which measured total flow and flow through panel 4. The result
was:
Panel 4 -- 310 lbm/hr
Total - 2120 lbm/hr
This would give a turbulent Reynold's No, in panel 4 and with the final flow-
meter removed for the test configuration, it would further equalize the flow.
For these reasons the flow split was accepted for test. The exact flow split
was not known since this was impossible to measure and thus can only be esti-
mated from the test data. No further action was taken on this problem.
2. In the Dallas checkout of the fluid pump a flowrate of 2689 1bm/hr
was obtained at a pressure drop of about 35 psi. During this checkout the
pump was installed in the flow module, however, there was a small heat exchanger
in place of the radiator panels since the radiator panels were in Houston. This
flow was somewhat below the 3000 lbm/hr which had been planned. With the radia-
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for panels installed in the thermal vacuum test configuration in Chamber A
- the flow delivered was only 2080 lbmfhr. 	 The indicated pressure rise was
36 psi.
	 Since this flow was lower than expected, an investigation was under-
taken to determine if the pump was operating properly. 	 All the power inputs
to the pump were confirmed to be proper.	 The pressure taps on the pump inlet
and outlet were connected to a pressure differential transducer and as much
of a flow vs Ox curve was defined as was possible without removing the pump
from the system.
	
More flow could be obtained by bypassing about half the flow
around the panels through manual operation of the radiator control valve.
This was done and the subsequent data compared to a pump performance curve
- furnished by Sunstrand.	 The pump performance was close to predicted, indi-
. ,f eating that the cause of the low flow was higher flow resistance in the fluid
_- Loop.	 It is a characteristic of centrifugal pumps for the AR - flowrate curve
to be non-linear and even to have a positive relationship between AP and flow-
rate over a part of the curve thus explaining the Lower flow at a low pressure
drop.	 As flow resistance is decreased flowrate increases with little change
-^ or even an increase in pressure drop. 	 Ways to decrease the flow resistance
were investigated.	 Flow meter 4 was removed with no significant effect and
was subsequently re-installed. 	 The decision was made to accept the lower flow-
rate.	 No further action was taken.
3.	 During the pre-test activities a proof pressure test was con-
ducted at 375 psig, 1-1/2 times the max operating pressure of 250 psig. 	 The
pressure was held for five minutes.	 The system remained intact, however, leak-
age was observed from the expansion valves. 	 The valve bodies were tightened
and the leakage stopped at 250 psig. 	 A review of the design indicated that the
full proof pressure was placed against the regulator diaphram during the test
and could have possibly damaged it.
	
A check with Refrigerating Specialities,
- the valve manufacturers, indicated the diaphram would probably be good to
250 psig.	 'Me valve bodies are tested to 1500 psig. An operational check of
the valve indicated the diaphrams had been damaged. 	 Replacement diaphrams
were ordered and received the next day. 	 The valves were repaired and proofed
to 250 psig.	 They were adjusted to the proper pressure settings again (32
psig for 35°F evaporator and 4.5 psig for -10°F evaporator).	 A pressure limit
- of 250 psig was placed. on test conditions to prevent further damage. 	 No
further action was required during the remaining testing.
0".
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4.1.2	 Week 1 Test Hardware Problems
During the first week of testing the following problems were
noted:
1. Loosening of shear panels on empty 1st frame.
2. Apparent low performance of contact heat
exchangers.
3. Failure of drive sprocket on variable fre-
quency 1 variable voltage power source,
4. Failure of SV4 position switch, apparent
failure: of SV4 to respond and indication of
internal leakage.
5. Failure of liquid pump to start.
6. Leakage on panel 1 manifold.
1. A visual inspection of the test hardware early in the thermal
vacuum test revealed an object apparently hanging from the first frame of the
ATM mechanism. A subsequent investigation revealed the object to be a coat-
ing from a dummy solar panel which had been left on this frame to provide shear
strength during shipment and manipulation. It was at first feared, however,
that it was the panel itself and might fall on the IR simulator lamps which are
directly below when the lamps are in the deployed position. If the panel had
fallen on the lamps it could have broken one and possibly caused an electrical
short. During the period which it was thought the hanging object was a panel
the IR lamps were kept in their retracted position, out of possible harm.
This resulted in changes in the test sequences to run the test points first
which did not require lamp deployment. The coating fell to the chamber floor
during this period and the nature of the hanging object was discovered. The
test was continued with the only impact being the change in test sequence.
2. During the first radiator test points it was noted the R-21 re-
turn temperature was higher than expected. 43 ± 5°F was expected and 61.4°F
was experienced. This temperature represented the coolant return to the pay-
load thermal control system and temperatures around 430F could be required
for condensing dehumidifiers in life support systems. It had been planned to
operate the R-12 system at a baseline of 100°F inlet to the radiators control-
4	 ling the R-12 return to the contact heat exchanger to 38 + 5°F which was
thought to be the correct temperature to return the R-21 at 43 ± 5 0F. Other
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parameters affect this, however, other than the contact heat exchanger per-
formance, such as the R-I2, flowrate which was low. in order to achieve
the necessary heat rejection to return 43 0F at 105 0F in on the R-21 side of
the heat exchanger with R-21 flow of 2440 Ibm/hr requires a heat rejection
of (2440 lbm/hr)(.25 BTU/lbm-°F)(105 - 430F) = 37,820 BTU/hr. At an R-12
inlet to the radiators of 101.5'F and a return of 36°F, the heat rejection
was only (2050 Ibm/hr)(.23 BTU/lbm-°F)(101.5 - 36.0)°F = 30,883 BTU/hr.
The return could only be 54°F if the heat exchanger were 100% effective.
The lower heat rejection resulted in part from the lower R-12 flow discussed
previously. Analysis of the heat exchanger performance, however, did indi-
cate a low effectiveness (.845 compared to design of .87) and a low contact
conduction heat transfer coefficient. The following actions were taken to
alleviate the problems during the first week's testing:
1. The R-12 control temperature was lowered to 25°F to attempt
to Lower the R-21 return to 40OF at the baseline 105°F R-21
inlet. This dial not work, however, since it served only to
lower the heat rejection from the radiators which was al-
ready too low to return 40°F at the R-21 flow of 2440 Ibm/hr.
2. The R-21 flow was lowered to 2000 lbm/hr to equalize the
heat capacities on both sides (ft). This effectively low-
ered the R--21 outlet but not to the 4oOF.
3. For the remainder of the week 1 testing the R.-21 flow was
left at 2440 Ibm/hr and testing was concentrated on
establishing the desired R-12 temperature. The R-21 tem-
peratures were adjusted to give the desired R--12 inlet tem-
perature to the radiators.
After the first week of testing the following actions were taken with regard
to the contact heat exchanger:
1. For the second week's testing the R--21 flowrate was set
to equalize the heat capacities (m10) . This set R--21 flow
to approximately 0.92 of the R-12 flowrate. Equal zn0p
was assumed in the heat exchanger design.
2. An investigation was conducted into the heat exchanger
w	 design which revealed the design R--12 to R-21 temperature
difference to be 10 °F rather than the 5 °F which was assumed
1+1
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during the week 1 testing. The investigation also
revealed the Uc (contact heat conduction) was an order
of magnitude lower during week 1 testing than the design
value (69.7 BTU/hr-ft-°F compared to design 800 BTU/hr-
ft-°F). As a result of these analyses the contact heat
exchanger was disassembled, the flow corning 380 thermally
conductive grease removed, and General Electric 641 in-
sulgrease applied. The GE 641 grease indicated better
performance in Vought element tests. The DC 380 had been
installed at the manufacturer.
During suosequent testing the heat exchanger performed at the design temperature
differences (10°F) and at overall efficiencies of 0.89 compared to design value
of 0.87. Preliminary analysis indicates the contact conductance was improved
to 114.4 BTU/hr-ft-°F which is still considerably below the design value of 800.
This, however, did not affect the overall performance of the heat exchangers.
3. The variable frequency/variable voltage compressor power source
is controlled by the speed of a vari--drive electric motor. A sma11 electric
motor was connected to a chain drive which was in turn connected to the vari-
drive speed control. The small motor was remotely operated from the SHRM con-
troller console thus providing regulation of power frequency and subsequently
compressor speed during the refrigeration testing. During TP-16 (a variation
in heat load test requiring compressor speed control) a failure of the drive
sprocket on the vari-drive speed control occurred. The unit was repaired;
however, there was approximately a 2 hour delay before TP-16 could be restarted.
No futher problems with speed control were observed -during the remainder of
the testing.
4. As was shown in Figure I4, SV4 is used to isolate the system from
the metal bellows accumulator. As discussed earlier, this accumulator is
sized to provide system pressure when operating in the pumped liquid mode and
is isolated during the refrigeration mode. SV4, as discussed previously, is
a solenoid, latching valve which was given to Vought on consignment from
Carleton Controls for use in this test. In the third day of testing the valve
indicator ,failed to indicate the true valve position. This indication is
used as an input to the controller and produces an error signal if indicating
closed while the system is in the pumped fluid mode. This error signal prevents
t
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the Liquid pump from starting. In a subsequent mode swatch the valve failed
to respond to a command to open, but finally opened upon repeated cycling.
When in the pumped liquid mode the valve position is easily determined by
monitoring the system pressure. If the system pressure rises with GN2
pressure on the accumulator the valve is open. The cycling of the valve
caused a reduction of power to the controller and set erronous valve posi-
tions in some
,
 of the other valves. When the valve was closed for refrigera-
tion operation, leakage through the valve was evidenced by changes in the
amount of liquid present in the accumulator. The following actions were
taken regarding SV4:
`	 1. The controller logic which prevented pump operation
with SV4 indicating closed was bypassed electrically
to enable pumped liquid operation with a failed in-
dicator.
2. The timeline was modified such that the pumped liquid
test points were to be run first so the system would
not be operated in the refrigeration mode with a leak-
ing valve which could vary the Freon charge.
3. Later, when other considerations forced a return to
the refrigeration mode, SV4 was left open and the
charge kept constant by maintaining the liquid level
in the accumulator through variation of the GN2 pres-
sure on the accumulator. SVIL control was not operated
for the remainder of the first week's test to prevent
further controller difficulties.
4. Between week 1 and week 2 tests SV4 was replaced with.
a pneumatically operated. Nupro valve similar to the
rest of the remotely operated valves described pre-
viously, and this new valve operated normally for
the whole second week's testing. No further di°;icul-
ties with the controller were experienced.
5. During a switch in 8--12 control points to set up TP46 the PUMP'S
-	 5 amp breaker switch trapped. The switch could be reset and the pump started
but either the breaker tripped immediately or the pump ran nominally for about
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15 seconds then the breaker tripped. An ampmeter indicated a sudden rise
to 7 amps at the time of the breaker trip. The pump vendor, Sunstrand, was
contacted and could provide no solution. The test sequence was changed to
return to the refrigeration mode and run those test points while the pump
problem was being studied. Upon completion of the refrigeration test points
the pump was tried again and found to be operating properly as before the
failure. No further problem was experienced with the pump for the remainder
of the lst week's testing. The following action was taken between week 1
and week 2 tests:
1. An auxiliary gear pump was installed outside the
chamber and plumbed in parallel to the in-chamber
pump to insure operation in the pumped fluid mode
in case the pump failed again.
2. In the period between the two weeks testing the
pump was examined and back flushed to remove any
possible contamination, none was found and the
pump appeared to be good.
3. An examination indicated the wiring terminals on
the flow module were blackened indicating possible
arcing at these points. The terminals were re-
moved and the pump wired directly to the power
source.
4. Toward the end of the week between the two weeks
testing the breaker trip phenomona appeared again
and the cause was isolated to be a short in the
wiring on the flow module where a wire leading to
pump had been damaged. The wire was repaired and
no further trouble was experienced during the second
week's testing.
&. Upon return to pumped fluid operation after the pump had been
restarted following the failure a decrease in liquid quantity in the accumula-
tor was noted indicating leakage from the system. The test was continued with
no impact and the leakage made up by periodically refilling the metal bellows
accumulator from the auxiliary accumulator exterial to the chamber. Between
the two weeks testing the following action was taken with respect to the leak:
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1. The leak was found to be from panel l inlet
manifold at the point where the frame attach-
ment bracket was welded on. It was concluded
from a subsequent investigation and examina-
tion that the damage was caused by differen-
tial thermal expansion between the panel and
the frame.
2. The leak was repaired by rewelding the bracket
on the manifold. The attachment brackets bolt
holes were enlarged and, the attachment bolts
loosened on all the attachment points to pre-
vent any damage during the second week testing.
No further differential thermal expansion damage
was experienced.
4.1.3
	
Period Between Week 1 and Week 2 Test Hardware Problems
The weeks period between the two weeks testing was used to take action
on the problems discovered during the 1st weeks testing as was discussed in
the previous paragraphs. In addition, the following new hardware problems
were incurred during this period:
1. The flex lines connecting the flow module and
the radiator panels were observed to be damaged
although not leaking.
2. The refrigeration system Heli-rotor compressor
failed.
3. The belt on the vari-drive motor which powered
the compressor power generator broke.
4. A welded T-,joint used to splice in the auxiliary
pump indicated pin hole leakage.
1. During the refurbishment operations it was noted that the Teflon
lining of the 1-1/8 in. flex hose which connected the flow module and the radia-
tor panels was badly deformed on the inside. The damage appeared to have been
caused by evacuation of these lines in servicing the system with R-12. Although
no leakage was observed it was feared that further vacuum inside these lines
would result in leakage. New hoses of 1-in. diameter were obtained and exposed
t
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to vacuum on the inside. Since they suffered no apparent damage they were
installed in place of the 1-1/8 in. diameter hoses previously used. No
leakage was experienced from these hoses in subsequent operations or in
the second week of testing.
2. After refurbishment of ;he system was completed, ambient
operation was being conducted as a checkout and to readjust one of the ex-
pansion valves to a new, +i{'F, evaporator temperature setting. While this
adjustment was being made the refrigeration system, including the compressor,
was operating normally. The compressor was shut-down for switch to the
350F evaporator expansion valve operation. At this time the compressor would
not restart. The amperage and voltage readings indicated a locked rotor con-
dition. The compressor was removed and partially disassembled and the failure
was found to be due to a broken bearing race, the pieces from which had been
ingested into the rotors said resulted in a locked condition. The compressor
manufacturer was contacted and reported that the unit could not be repaired
in time to support the second weeks testing. An identical unit was available
and was obtained. The replacement compressor was received 3 November 1975 in-
stead of the expected 1 November and a subsequent slip in pumpdown preops
from 12 AM - 3 November to 12 noon was necessary to accommodate the installa-
tion of the compressor. The new compressor was installed and operated normally
for the remainder of the testing.
3. During the checkout of the new compressor the belt on the vari-
drive which drives the compressor power generator broke. This piece of
hardware is external to the chamber and it was decided to support pumpdown
with the then current level of checkout. A new belt was located at Vo^ght -
Dallas and shipped by plane to Houston where it was received by 10 PM and sub-
sequently installed prior to pumpdown. Pumpdown had been delayed due to a
R-12 leak discussed later. The vari-drive operated nominally for the remain-
der of the test.
4. During final inspection prior to pumpdown a pin hole leak was
observed in a weld ,joint on the flow module. The leak was in a T-fitting
used to connect the auxiliary gear pump discussed previously. Vought recom-
mended acceptance of the slight leak since it was apparently due to a porous
weld and not likely to worsen. The decision was made by NASA/JSC to fix the
leak since it would still be possible to accomplish the entire planned testing
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in the remaining time available. Pumpdown was slipped to 12 AM 4 November
and the leak repaired. The system was evacuated and recharged and pumpdown
began at 12 AM.
4.1.4	 Week 2 Thermal Vacuum Test Hardware Problems
The only two hardware problems which occurred during the second
week of testing were:
1. Flow stoppage to panel 4 during low load testing.
2. Leakage from flex line which connected panel 3
outlet manifold line to the fluid swivel between
panel 2 and 3.
1. During the first low load test point (pumped liquid mode) flow
was decreases: by the radiator control valve to the radiator panels to lower
the heat rejection as inlet temperature was decreased. The flow is bypassed
around the radiator in order to return 35°F R-12 at the mixed outlet
of the control valve. The test plan was to decrease inlet temperature until
the coldest temperatures on the panels are close to -210 0F, the freezing
point of R-21. At a relatively high load the flow apparently stopped at
panel 4 and it soaked to below -210°F very quickly. Inlet temperature was
increased to 105°F and flow to panel 4 re-established. When the inlet was
decreased 'uo 75°, however, panels 1, 2 and 3 appeared to stabilize but panel. 4
temperatures continued to decrease indicating flow had stopped to this panel.
The decision was ra.de to run the low load test based on panel 3 temperatures
and let panel 4 soak out at no flow. This was done and test points 114 and
115 taken based on this criteria. It is felt that the panel 4 flow anomaly
was not caused by a new system malfunction, but was the natural behavior of
the system which had lower flow in panel 4 at higher load, as discussed pre-
viously in this section. No fix could be made to this problem during the test,
however, the problem will be considered in future design of parallel panel
systems.
2. After test point 115 was completed the plats called for retraction
of the panels to a 50% deployed position for another set of low load points.
Prior to the retraction, panel 4 was warmed to above the R-12 freezing point
of -252°F by turning on the IR lamps. During the retraction a severe leak
developed which was visible in the chamber between panels 2 and 3 in the area
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of the outlet line sld vel . When the pant-Is were returned to the deployed
position the leak stopped or at least decreased to where it was not detect-
able visually or by changes in the level of liquid in the accumulator (less
than 1 lb/hr). Each time the deployment device was retracted the leak occurred
and worsened upon full retraction. The panels were deployed and the leek
stopped. Since all the remaining testing was to be conducted at partially
deployed positions and leakage into the chamber at these rates was not
acceptable to JSG, the test was terminated at that time.
Examination of the test article after repressurization revealed that
the leak was from the 5/8" flex hose which connects the outlet manifold of
panel 3 to the swivel between panels 2 and 3. The nature of the damage to
this flex line was a crease indentation appearing to be caused by twisting of
the flex line. There was no leakage from the swivel and it turned freely at
ambient temperature after repressurization. The characteristics of the flex
line failure indicated that when the mechanism was retracted the swivel did
not rotate thus putting the rotational torque on the flex line causing it to
twist and rupture. There were four possible causes considered in a failure
investigation after the test:
1. Frozen R-12 prevented the swivel from turning.
2. A differential thermal expansion problem caused
by temperatures below -200°F at which the swivel
was acceptance tested caused seizing.
3. A side load force caused binding.
4. Frozen refrigerant oil outside the seal between
the shaft and body prevented the swivel from
rotating.
A detailed examination of the swivel temperature test data indicated it was
-225 0F at the time of retraction which is well above the -252°F freezing
point of R-12. An analysis of the swivel clearances and the metal coefficient
of thermal expansion indicated a temperature difference of over 100°F between
the shaft and body would be necessary to cause a locked condition. This was
,fudged to be very unlikely. The swivel attachment was deliberately designed
using flex hoses to prevent any side load from occurring since the swivel was
not designed to maintain no leakage with a side load. Any side load force on
the shaft would have to be transmitted through the flex line and it is unlikely
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that enough force could be transmitted to cause a locked swivel. The R-12
used in the test contained about 4% Sunisco 3GS refrigerant oil to provide
for compressor lubrication when the system operates in the refrigeration
mode. This cil is infinitely soluable in liquid R-12 at any temperature and
since a hard liquid system was maintained during the pumped liquid portion of
the testing no residual pockets of oil would be expected in the pressurized
portion of the swivel. If there had been leakage across the seal as there.
would have been had a side Load been inadvertently placed on the swivel during
test preparation then liquid R-12 containing the oil could pass into the close
tolerance area between the shaft and body. The R--12 would evaporate leaving
a residue of oil in this area. The freezing point of the oil was found to
be -45 0F indicating any residue present would have been frozen at the time of
retraction. An examination of one of the returned swivels (not the one which
failed) revealed the presen-e of some oil on the shaft outside the seal. The
swivel in question, SIN 2, was installed in the acceptance test fixture in
the as removed condition and the rotational torque measured as -temperature was
_	 reduced to attempt to simulate the failure conditions. The swivel turned
freely at 5 in/lb of torque until a temperature of -50°F was reached. At
this temperature the swivel would not rotate with up to 150 in/lb torque.
When the temperature was gradually increased again the swivel again began to
rotate at -40°F. The swivel was then disassembled and found to indeed have a
thick film of oil on the shaft outside the seal. To confirm these results
the swivel was cleaned, new seals installed and retested. The results showed
a freely turning swivel at 8 in/lb torque at temperatures as low as -200°F.
It was concluded from these tests that the frozen oil outside the seal caused
the swivel seizure and subsequent line rupture.
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•.	 4.2	 SYSTEM TEST RESULTS
4.2.1	 Steady State Performance
4.2.1.1
	
Maximum Performance Naps
System performance of the SHRM included mapping of the steady
state maximum performance of the system in 1_;r_ 1.h the radiator and refrigera-
tion modes over a range of environmental flux for different coolant return
temperatures. In addition, system tests were conducted to determine the
characteristics of the heat rejection system during a mode change precipi-
tated by either changes in heat load or environmental fli.ix.
The maximum system heat rejection at R--12 return temperatures
of approximately 35 0 and 15 0F is shown in Figure 13 as a function of en-
vironmental flux. The radiator operation line defines the maximum heat
rejection which can be achieved over the environment range by the system
operating in the radiator mode and continuously returning 35°F R-12 to
the contact heat exchanger. At a given point on the line, should the heat
load (R--12 delivery temperature) or the environmental flux be increased
this would cause the R-12 return temperature to exceed the desired 35°F
4	 return. Obviously, should a higher return temperature be allowed, higher
heat rejections could be obtained. Thus, the system capacity described in
this Figure represents the maximum heat rejection only for the given re-
turn temperature (35°F). The refrigeration operational line of similar
nature is also shown in Figure 13. As can be seen in the figure the re-
frigeration heat rejection changes less with increases in heat flux than
does the radiator. This is due to the characteristics of the closed cycle
vapor compression system. As the environmental flux increases there is a
subsequent increase in the condensing temperature in the radiator panels.
The higher radiator panel temperature results in higher emissive power
(QT4 ) which offsets, in part, the increase in absorbed heat flux as en-
vironmental flux is increased. The constant return temperature is achieved
by evaporating the liquid at a 35°F saturation pressure for R-12 by means
of the constant pressure expansion valve. The increase in panel tempera-
ture with environmental flu: does not occur in radiator operation and heat
rejectior falls off more rapidly. The intersection of the two operation
lines form ranges of operation for the system. Below and to the left of
the radiator operation line radiator operation can meet the heat rejection
50
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could be used in this range for heat loads below the refrigeration
operation line it would logically not be used because of the much higher
power consumption. The region on the plot above and to the right of the
radiator operation line but below the refrigeration Line defines the
region of operation in which the refrigeration system would logically be
used. In this region the desired return temperature of 35 0F can only be
achieved by use of vapor compression. Heat rejections above both of the
lines cannot be achieved with this system size and a 35°F return. The
150F return temperature was evaluated during the second week. The results
of this testing are also shown in figure 13. Ranges of operation in both
modes were well defined and the system operated satisfactorily in both modes.
Also shown in Figure 13 is the low load data taken in the fully deployed
position. It should be noted that these points are based on the first
three panels only since the flow stopped in panel h at the outset of the
low load test points. These were the only two low load points taken due to
the ruptured flex hose terminating the test. The R-21 simulation test was
based on no temperature falling below -210 0F, the freezing point of R-21.
The R-12 test was based on --252°F, the freezing point of R-12. As can be
seen there is considerable heat load range even with the panels deployed.
More heat load range could be obtained by retracting the panels until only
one surface of panel 4 is exposed.
Figure 14 shows data from -10°F R-12 return temperature tests
of the first week similar to that given in Figure 13 for 35 0 and 15°F.
While the radiator operation curve was defined sufficiently, only one point
on the refrigeration curve was obtained. At environments above 80 BTU/hr-ft2
the compressor discharge overheated {> 300°F} and testing at these conditions
was terminated. Since refrigeration system operation in the radiator
operation range is not logical, no further refrigeration testing was con-
ducted at the --5 0F return temperature. With this system and compressor
there is no refrigeration operation range for the --10°F return temperature.
As a result of these tests the 15°F return was selected for evaluating in
the second week.
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4.2.2	 Mode SM-Itching
As discussed in erection 2.0 of this report, it is necessary
to remove liquid R--12 ir: an amount equal to about 2/3 the system volume
from the flow system in order to switch from pumped liquid to vapor
compression mode operation and return it to switch back. During the
time this transfer is being accomplished neither the pump or compressor
is operating and therefore the only source of cooling is the thermal
capacitance of the payload thermal control system. It is obviously
desirable to minimize the switching time to the greatest extent possible.
The mode switching tests were designed to evaluate the feasibility of
mode switching and to evaluate the techniques developed for accomplish-
ing the switching. No attempt was made to simulate the thermal capaci-
tance of a payload thermal control loop in these tests.
Three mode change test points were taken. All of these were
at a 2 0C (35°F) return temperature. The first mode change test point
was a mode change initiated by an increase in heat load. Referring again
to Figure 13 at the circled 1, the heat load was increased at a constant
312 W/m2 (100 ETU/hr-ft2 ) environment to move into the refrigeration
operation mode. The electronic controller is designed to initiate a
mode switch from radiator to refrigeration operation when the return
temperature of the R-21 side of the contact heat exchanger reaches &°C
(430F), indicating loss of return temperature control due to the in-
creased heat load (inlet temperature). The automatic mode change was
initiated by the controller as planned and was successfully accomplish-
ed. The results are shown in Figure 15 . During the period where no
heat rejection was being effected the R-21 to the payload thermal con-
trol system increased to 87 °F. The loss of control, however, encompassed
a period of only b minutes and this war: judged to be satisfactory for
payload thermal. control. The period and extent of control loss could
have been improved with a more efficient accumulator such as a larger
metal bellows device and with simulation of the thermal capacitance of
a payload thermal control system.
The second mode switch was the opposite of the first, a switch
from refrigeration to radiator. The heat load starting at the circled
	
R
2 on Figure 13 was reduced and a switchover was initiated at the previous
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in 11'igure 15. Are can be need, the uwi.i,c}xrvEr war,,  .+ucce:3afully
achieved with a maximum R-21 return of 101 0F. Return temperature con-
trol was lost for a period of 12-1/2 minutes. Again this was Judged
to be adequate but improvable.
The third switchover was a. radiator-to-refrigerator
initiated by an increase in environment. This is shown on Figure 13
starting; at the circled 3. As can be seen, operation was well within
the refrigeration operation range before the switchover occurred. The
reason for this was a lag in the time for the increase in the environ-
ment to cause an increase in return temperature due to the thermal
capacity of the radiator panels. The automatic controller initiated
switchover at the proper temperature and the results were almost iden-
tical to the previous radiator-to--refrigeration switch shown in Figure 15
with loss of control to 75°F maximum for a 6 minute period.
4.2.1.2	 Steady State Radiator System Performance
The pumped liquid radiator system effected heat rejection from
the array of radiator panels as expected during the testing. There was
some problem with flow distribution, as discussed previously, due to the
complex manifolding system necessary to obtain parallel flow to the
panels and to operate in the vapor compression mode. Steady state tem-
perature maps of the panels for the steady state radiator test points are
included in Figures Al - A15 of Appendix A. An examination of these maps
serve to illustrate the flow distribution. Lower panel temperatures are
observed in the outer panels (panels 2, 3, and 4) indicating lower flow
rates. Equal flow rates would have resulted in near equal temperature
losses through each panel except for some slight differences due to lower
inlet temperatures resulting from heat losses from the manifolds. The
panel maps indicate increases in temperature loss moving outward from
panel 1 to panel 4. However, since the total emmissive power of the
radiators is approximately 'proportional to the fourth power of the average
abssulute temperature of the panel array which va.ricC nmeh less than the
outlet temperature Of each panel w:itli r1il'fe-renves in flow distribution,
the system herl.t rejrci,i.on is a.ffect.ed little by the flaw distribution.
Previous radiator testing of parallel and series, banks of eight radiator
i
i
t
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r_ panels (Reference 7	 ) have shown 1 4;ttle dependence in total heat rejec-
tion with panel flow distribution.
	
An examination of the tube outlet
temperature distribution indicates normal flow distribution between the
panel tubes.	 The distortion on the tube outlet temperatures at the edgei
of the panels is due to manifolds which are attached to the panels at
these locations.
Figures A14 and A15 illustrate the panel temperatures at the
two low load points discussed previously.
	 These temperatures illustrate
the flow stoppage in panel 4 since 'the temperatures are below the -252°F
freezing F	 nt of R-12.
	
The other three panels, however, indicate flow
' by temperatures above the freeze point and high temperature losses-across
the panel.
	
The low load data taken, therefore, is indicated to be valid
for a three panel fully deployed system. 	 Note that for test point 114
illustrated. in Figure A14 the lowest temperature on panels 1-3 are
approximately --210°F, the freezing point of R-21 and similarly for test
point 113 the lowest panel temperatures are as near to the -252 0F freezing
point of R-12 as possible.	 Thus the low load with both fluids was simulated
— using R-12.
4.2.1.3
	 Steady State Refrigeration System Performance 	 J
The array of radiator panels acted as condensers when the
system was operating in the radiator mode. 	 The panels effectively rejected	 3
heat during this phase of operation and no severe anomolies were noted.
Panel temperature maps for the condensing radiators during steady state
refrigeration operation are excluded in Appendix A, Figures A16 - A32.
Characteristic operation of a condensing radiator panel is indicated by
a high temperature at the inlet as the superheated vapor from the com-
pressor enters which quickly cools to the saturation temperature at the
condenser pressure as evidenced by a rigid temperature decrease at the
panel inlet.	 A large portion of the radiator just downmstream of the inlet
remains at approximately a constant temperature as the vapor condenses.
The panel temperatures here are slightly below saturation temperature at
the condenser pressure due to the fluid to tube temperature loss. 	 Year
the outlet side of the panel the temperatures begin to decrease again as
the liquid begins to subcool after condensation. 	 The trend of the actual
- data was an described except that little or no subcooling was observed
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from Panels 1 and 2 and considerable from Panels ' and 4 indicating; the
first two panels may have been receiving more floe than the outer two.
The data, however, also indicates the R--12 had lost most of its superheat
by heat rejection from the manifolds which were attached to the panel edges
prior to reaching Panel 3 and 4 inlets. This contributed to the greater
amount of subcooling in Panels 3 and k. The return from the four panel
system indicated little or no subcooling during the first week of testing.
One reason for this was thought to be that the inlet and outlet flex hoses
which connected the 'panels to the floe module were bundled together inside
the same insulation package which could have resulted in some regeneration
between the hot condenser inlet and the outlet thus resulting in less
subcooling. During the second week the lines were separated and approximately
j°F of subcooling was obtained at the 35 0F evaporator and 10-150 at the 150F
evaporator temperature. Test point 107 was conducted at conditions identical
to test point 18 to evaluate this change and indicated a 5°F subcooling
from the panels compared to no subcooling for test point 18.
The refrigeration system steady state cycle performance was
plotted on R--12 pressure enthalpy diagrams for illustration and evaluation.
These plots are included in Appendix A, Figures A33 through A48. Approxi-
mate evaporator temperature and measured flowrate, environment and power
are also given on each figure. The net cooling; (heat rejection) of the
system was calculated by two methods and both are included for comparison.
The cooling vas obtained from the change in temperature of the R--21 flow
through the contact heat exchanger which simulated the payload thermal
control system. A second value for cooling was obtained from the change
in enthalpy of the R-12 flow through the contact heat exchanger (evaporator).
The measurements indicated fair agreement with the cooling indicated by
the R--21 generally lower than that indicated by the R-12 for the first
week of testing and generally higher for the second week. Since the cool-
ing calculations from the B-21 used fewer measurements (3) than the R-12
calculation (5) and were more. consistent these were accepted as the system
heat rejection. 7n addition it wan fell: the R-21 flow measurements were
more accurate and the fluid wus all R-21 whflre the R-12 contained at least
4% refrigerant oil which could affect the calculations somewhat.
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The efficiency of refrigeration cycles is usually measured by
the coefficient of performance (COP) which is defined as the cooling effect
divided by the input power. The COI' for the refrigeration steady state
points was also calculated by two methods and both and included on the
figures. The first method divided the cooling calculated from the R-21
temperature loss through the heat exchanger by the measured power input
to the compressor. The second method ratioed the enthalpy changes of the
R-12 across the evaporator and compressor illustrated in the P--h diagrams
as obtained by pressure and temperature measurements. The COP for the
nominal 35°F return temperature varied from 1.6 at the highest environment
(155 BTU/hr--ft 2 ) to 2.8 at the lowest environment tested (42 BTU/hr-ft2).
As discussed previously the condensing pressure increases with the environ-
ment and as a result the theoretical vapor cycle COP also decreases with
environment. 'I`-.e test results followed this expected trend. The cooling
effect reported did not consider the waste heat from the electrical power
source. If, for instance, :Shuttle Duel cells were used to provide power
to the compressor additional heat rejection is necessary for fuel cell
cooling. This should not be directly subtracted from the cooling, however,
since fuel cell waste heat is at a much higher temperature (approximately
175°F) than either the 35 or 15°F return temperatures and could use a
pumped liquid system under nearly all conditions. Disregarding this dif-
ference in cooling temperature, however, and applying the Shuttle fuel
cell thermal efficiency of 0.568 a COI3 greater than 0.76 can be shown
to be necessary to obtain a net cooling effect considering fuel cell waste
heat. Since all the COP values measured are at least double this value a
significant net cooling effect was demonstrated even under the worst case
condition of cooling the fuel cells at the low return temperatures.
x+.2.3	 Transient Performance
In actual operation a heat rejection device such as the
SHRM is subjected to transient conditions during most of its operation
life. Payload cooling requirements vary with the activity of the
various equipment and experiments in the payload and the heat sink to
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which the heat is rejection is a function of the orbital position for
most orbits. For these reasons it is necessary to provide control
techniques to insure the desired return temperatu re is maintained un-
der heat load and environment transients.
In order to provide a test of the heat load control tech-
niques employed in the SHRM operation in both modes five transient
test points were conducted. Four of these were in the radiator mode
and one in the refrigeration mode. As discussed earlier, control of
the return temperature to the simulated payload thermal control R-27.
loop was provided by control of the R-12 return to the contact heat
exchanger. A flow control valve developed for use in the Shuttle
radiator flow control assembly was employed for this purpose. In the
refrigeration mode compressor speed was varied manually to adjust
system capacity to the heat load.
Transient results of the four pumped liquid radiator tran-
sient points are given in Appendix A, Figures A49 through A59. The
v
results at test point 4 are given in Figures A49 through A50. Test
point 4 was a heat load ramp (R-21 inlet temperature) at a constant
83 BTU/hr-ft2 environment with a 35°F return temperature. Figure A49
presents computer plots of the test data illustrating; the total heat
rejection, panel. heat rejection, temperature changes across the con-
tact heat exchanger, and environment. A flux adjustment was made near
the end of the test point to increase the environment to the desired
value. Continuous reviews of the flux were made and the levels adjusted
as necessary. Figure A50 illustrates the inlet and outlet temperatures
of the contact heat exchanger for both the R-21 and R-12 systems and
the radiator panel inlet and outlet temperatures. '.the top curve illus-
trates the decrease in heat load and the control of the R-12 return
temperature. The R-12 return was held constant throughout the transient
by the flow control valve. The R-21 return varied somewhat, however,
this was due to the contact heat exchanger performance which will be
discussed later. Successful control was demonstrated during the transient.
Figures A51 - A52 show the return increasing heat load transient of test
6o
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Point 5 conducted at the same flux. Again temperature control was
demonstrated throughout the transient. Figures A53 and A54 present the
same data for test point 6 which was a cyclic variable environment at a
constant heat load and a 35°F return temperature. The environment was
cycled between 10 and 100 BTU/hr-ft p as shown in the lower plots on
Figure A53. Figure A54 illustrates that the R-12 return temperature
was maintained at a constant 33°F throughout the cycles again demonstrat-
ing successful control. Figures A55 and A56 present the results of
test point 11, a cyclip environment at a constant heat load with a -50F
return temperature. This test point was included to demonstrate control
at a second set point in addition to the 35°F. The environment was
cycled between 10 and 40 BTU/hr-ft 2 as shown on Figure A55. Figure A56
shows that control, was successfully demonstrated at the lower control
temperature. The R--12 return to the contact heat exchanger was main-
tained at -5°F throughout the cycles. Figures A57 - A59 show the results
of test point 16, the f i nal transient test. This test was conducted in
the refrigeration mode at a constant environment of 85 BTU/hr-ft 2 under
a variable heat load which began at about 1 0,000 BTU/hr, decreased to
20,000 and returned to 40,000 in a two hour period. This was accomplished
by ramping the R-21 inlet temperature to the contact heat exchanger from
1050F to 60°F in one hour and returning to 105 0 ' in one hour. Figure
A57 illustrates the resulting cycle in heat rejection as the heat load
was reduced and the compressor speed reduced to adjust the system capa-
city. The results demonstrated a 2:1 heat load control range using this
technique. Figure A58 illustrates the temperature ramp and the R-12
return to the heat exchanger which was held at a constant 33°F by the
constant pressure expansion valve. The range of control of the R-21
return to the simulated payload thermal control system is also shown on
this figure. The lower figure shows the wide range of compressor outlet
(panel inlet) temperatures over the range of compressor speed operation.
Figure A59 illustrates the compressor power, discharge and suction pres-
sure variations during the transient. The power was reduced from 4910
watts to 660 watts over the range of control, thus maintaining high cycle
.-•
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efffeierrcy over thc- entlru rrcnvtr . 'Ibe 2 to 3 range demonstrated Ghould
be quit`: adequate for vapor compression system operation for payload
thermal control.
4.3
	
Component Evaluation
An evaluation of several of the components can be made based
on the test results. Specific components which were individually
evaluated are the accumulator, contact heat exchanger, liquid pump, com-
pressor and fluid swivels.
The metal bellows accumulator performed as expected during
the entire test. The design was evaluated to be adequate for future iye4,
however, the size was too small to service the system completely and an
auxiliary tank external to the chamber was used. An accumulator design
which does not have strict limits on AP across the bellows (100 psi ex-
panded and 15 i:si collapsed) would allow the use as a receiver also and
remove the requirement for this component. Using the present accumulator
design of adequate size should improve the mode change transition times
significantly, especially the refrigeration to radiator change which took
12 minutes.
The contact heat exchanger performance is illustrated in
Figure 16. The contact heat exchanger was designed for an effi-
ciency of 0.865 and 800 BTi7/hr-ft-°F as was discussed in Section 2.0. The
results shown here illustrate the improvement between weeks 1 and 2 after
the repacking of the device with new thermal grease as previously discussed.
As is shovm in Figure 11, with the proper flowrates to balance the mCp's
on both sides of the heat exchanger not only are good efficiencies obtained
but also return temperatures of the 13-21 are within the desired 40 + 5°F.
There is one possible area of improvement, contact conductance, which was
calculated as 69.7 BTU/hr-ft-°F" the first week and 114.h BTU/hr-ft-°F the
second week. Bringing this conductance up should provide even better
performance. The results of the second week's testing indicated the con-
cept of the heat exchanger is valid and suitable for use in the SHRM or
other devices where a similar requirement exists.
Some redesign of the heat exchanger was indicated, however,
to improve the ease with which the mechanical coupling of the two halves
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	 FIGURE 16 CONTACT HEAT EXCHANGER PERFORMA",CE (CONT'D)
can be •?erformed. The experience between the two weeks of testing and
a post test disassembly for inspection revealed that this particular
design is difficult to mechanically disconnect and connect. Some sug-
gestions for improvement are to increase the distance from the manifold
which connects the plates to the mating surfaces and increase the gap
si:e:,. This should allow the halves to mate more freely. In addition,
improving the thermal grease to serve as a lubricant as well as.a heat
conduction path would greatly assist the assembly process. Both the
Dow Corning 350 and the GE 641 were quite sticky and tacky when first
applied t,) the surfaces and contributed to the friction in sliding the
halves together and taking them apart.
Post-test examination of the GE 641 after the one week
,aciram exposure and six months of arbient storage indicated no change
in the spreading properties. The appearance and feel of the grease
was similar to when it was first installed. No drying or flaking was
present. This substance appeared to be acceptable for use in vacuum
exposed devices if the assembly problem can be solved through changes
in mechanical design.
The low flowrate From the liquid pump was discussed pre--
vioutty as well as the anomoly. Figure 17 illustrates the three data
points which were obtained during the testing compared to the vendor
supplied pump characteristic. This data indicates close to nominal per-
formance for the pump. In order to achieve the higher flowrates which
were desired it would be necessary to reduce the system flow resistance
or secure a more powerful pump. The pump, however, was ,fudged to have
operated satisfactorily during the test and the design is suitable for
future applications.
An Lidication of compressor performance is illustrated in
Figure 18. Capacity and input power taken during both weeks of the
test is compared to curves supplied by the compressor vendor. Plso shown
is the capacity of the compressor measured during the Phase I laboratory
prototype test. The,-:week 1 and week 2 data points represent two different
units of the same design since, as discussed previously, the compressor
1
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ISPECIFICATION:
6 gpm (3898 LBM/HR R12 at 80°F)
30 Psi
3000 hr. life
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was replaced between the two weeks of testing. As can be seen, the
capacity was somewhat below the expected values, however, so was the
input power at these conditions. The compressor did deliver about
35,004 BTU/hr net heat rejection and defined a refrigeration operation
range in which the radiator system could not provide the desired
conditions.
The fluid swivels performed nominally, with the exception
of the cold retraction at the end of the test, throt.ghout the test
with no leakage detected. The failure of the swivel to turn was due
to the frozen oil as discussed previously and is not judged to be a
reflection on the swivel design. A possible fix to prevent a recur-
rence would be to move the seal as close to the Freon plenum as possible
and to redesign the seal so that no leakage occurs due to side force or
at low pressures. The swivel is judged to be completely acceptable for
use with a pumped Liquid system where no compressor oil is required.
A compressor lubricant which freeze ,; at a lower temperature is another
possibility, however, none has been identified at this writing. Swivels
for future deployable radiator systems should be designed to withstand
both side and axial loads with no leakage and reasonable turning torque.
Such a design would alleviate the necessity of flex lines or close
tolerance alignment of the deployment fixtures.
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5.0	 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The test results demonstrated the feasibility of a full scale
deployable radiator system and secured important technology for future
deployable: radiator systems. In addition a dual mode radiator/vapor
compression feature was demonstrated for the first time. It was con-
cluded that the scissor type ATM deployment mechanism is applicable
to deployable radiators and that the vapor compression with a conven-
tional aircraft compressor has sufficient efficiency to effect a net
heat rejection effect at high envirorments while returning lour tempera-
ture (10°F and 35°F) conditioned fluid to the payload thermal control
system. The net heat rejection was significant even when considering
waste heat of fuel cell power generation.
It is recommended that, future dual mode designs contain an
accumulator which will hold the necessary quantity of liquid for mode
switching and can be used as a fluid receiver in vapor compression
operation. It is further recommended that series flow connections of
the panels be considered for the system to alleviate problems associated
with obtaining the desired flow split between panels. Fluic. swivels
for future deployable radiators should be designed to withstand, with
no leakage. both side and axial loads. If the swivels are to be used
in a system containing refrigerant oil, the swivels must be designed to
insure no oil deposits can occur in close tolerance areas where freezing
of the oil will inhibit the proper operation of the swivel. Additionally
care should be taken in future design to insure thermal expansion of
radiator panels with respect to the deployment frame can be accommodated.
`T he rapid transients in temperature during radiator panel operation,
especially in the refrigeration mode in a dual mode system, can result in
severe thermal expansion differences between the panel and the frame
before sufficient heat is transferred to the frame to equalize the tem-
perature.
The contact heat exchanger indicated good thermal performance,
however, in future designs consideration should be given to ease of
assembly recognizing that the characteristics of thermal conductive grease
01?^G&
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provide no Lubrication but rather contribute to the friction of
large flat mating surfaces.
The results of the fabrication and testing of the prototype
Self Contained Heat Rejection Module concluded that the state-of-the-
art of a pumped'liquid deployable radiator system is sVfficjgntly..
advanced to proceed to design and fabrication of flight qualified
systems with no further significant development effort. Some develop-
ment will be required, however, for flight dual mode systems, in the
problem areas discussed in this report and also in a high capacity,
zero gravity compatible compressor and refrigeration system.
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AFPENDIX B
SHRM OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
The Self Contained Heat Rejection Module fluid system is serviced
and operated from the flow module and the control console. A schematic
of the flow module is shown in Figure B-1. The various equipment identified
in this figure will be referred to in the following servicing and operating
instructions. The control consoles are shown in Figure B-2. The various
switches and indicators necessary to operate the system are located on
this console and will also be referred to in the following instructions.
1.0 FLUID SERVICING OF THE SHRM SYSTEM AT AMBIENT CONDITIONS
Step A.
Open the sys-^.•_.n reiLc,^tely operated valves SV3, SV4, SV7, SV8, SV9
and BV3. Vent the top of the accumulator by opening SV6 and vent-
ing through the pressure regulator PR1 to ambient. Open the valve
to the auxiliary accumulator.
Step B.
Evacuate the system through FV1 or FV3 or both. Charge with
R12 gas.
St
Close SV4 and the valve to the auxiliary accumulator. Fill the
auxiliary accumulator with liquid. P12 to a level visible in the
top sight glass. Fill the accumulator through FV3 until a level
near full is indicated by the electrical quantity readout. (4.48
is empty, 3.14 is full, a value of approximately 3.40 is suggested.)
Weigh and record the total weight of R12 used.
Step D.
Determine the quantity of oil necessaryy by taking 4% of the total
R12 weight. Add 1/3 this amount of oil to the system through
FV1 and 2/3 to the R12 in the auxiliary accumulator. The oil can
be inserted by use of a commercial refrigerant oil charging pump
of the type available in refrigeration supply stores.
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Step E.
Set the control console mode selection to REF, compressor switch
to OFF and ST.PT . to 380.
Step F.
Pressurize the accumulator to 150 psig using PR1. 	 Open SV4 and
allow R12 to flow from the accumulator into the system until the
accumulator indicates nearly empty (about 3.30). Close S74, vent
and refill accumulator to about 3.40. 	 Repressurize to 150 psig.
Step G.
Place a heat load on CH by flowing R21 through CHX B at 2440 lbm/hr
at a temperature of 110°F.
Step H.
Start the compressor by switching the compressor control switch to
AUTO.	 Set compressor power to 400 tiz. 	 Allow the refrigeration
Monitor SG2system operation to stabilize.	 to insure adequate oil
supply.	 If oil is not visible add more oil through F71 as in
Step D until oil is visible in SG2.
Step I.
Monitor SG3 and SG4.	 If SG3 and 4 are not clear add more Freon
by opening SV4 until SG4 clears continue to add mtil SG3 is clear
then remove R12 by vent;ng the accumulator pressure by adjusting
• PR1 to e. pressure below system pressure (P4) and opening SV4. 	 Re-
move P12 until SG3 ,just, indicates frothy flow.	 If SG1 was clear
. at the outset remove R12 as ,just described. 	 When proper quantity
is obtained close SV4.	 Set compressor switch to OFF.
Step J.
The system now has the proper charge for vapor compression operation.
Record the accumulator quantity and verify level of R12 in the
auxiliary accumulator as visible in the to p sight glass.
Step K.
• To operate system in the refrigeration mode select set point
c. (00 138 0 ) and switch compressor to AUTO.
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2.0 SYSTEM STARTUP IN RADIATOR MODE
To initiate operation in the radiator mode at any time after
completing servicing of 1.0 perform the following:
Step A.
Set pump switch to OFF; Set mode selection to RAD
Step B.
Heat auxiliary accumulator to achieve 150 psi (valve to aux
accumulator open). Maintain until system pressures (P1,
P2, Pk, and P ) equalize with accumulator pressure.
Step C.
Close valve to auxiliary accumulator
St ep D.
Set reg. GN2 at 150 psi
Step E.
Command SV4 open
Step F.
Select and set radiator control valve set point (00/38 0F)
Step G.
Command pump "automatic"
Step H.
Command pump "automatic"
Step I.
Chill auxiliary accumulator to achieve 50 psi prior to anti-
cipated mode switch.
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3.0 RETURN TEM ERATURE CONTROL
With mode selection on AUTO or RAD the system controller automa-
tically controls the return temperature in the radiator mode to the selected
value.	 With selection on AUTO when control is not possible due to severe
environments, the controller automatically initiates switch to refrigeration
mode.	 If the required heat rejection is less than system capacity in the
refrigeration mode the evaporator will no longer evaporate all the R12
flow.	 This will be evidenced by a saturation temperature at T3 and T4
corresponding to the pressure at Pl. 	 Adjustments in system capacity are
made by varying the input power frequency between 400 and 1.50 Hz to control
compressor speed.
	
This is dor:e from the console "Compressor Input Frequency
Control".	 Frequency should be adjusted until 15°F superheat if obtained at
T4 (T4 temperature reads 15°F higher than the saturation temperature at P1).
Excessive superheats (30°F or more) when the compressor is operating full
speed (400 Hz) indicate heat loads in excess of system capacity. 	 Shut down
or heat load reduction is in c,rder.
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4.0 MODE SWITCHES
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To switch modes either prior to or during or after testing use
the following procedures.
RADIATOR TO RFFRIGF7'ATION MODE :SWITCH - MA14UAL
Step A.
Command pump "OFF"
Step B.
Command SVk CLOSED
Step C.
Open BV2
Step D.
Set inverter at minimum speed (200 Hz)
Step E.
Command compressor "OFF"
Step F.
4	 Command controller to "REFRIGERATION"
St ep G.
Verify valve status check list
St ep Ii .
Command compressor "AUTOMATIC"
Step I.
Monitor aux accumulator when liquid level reaches upper
right glass, close BV2
Step J.
Prior to anticipated switchover raise temperature of aux
accumulator to achieve 200 psi vapor pressure
Step K.
Co=and SV5 and SV6 "AUTOMATIC"
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rRADIATOR TO REFRIGERATIONI -- AUTOMATIC
When the system is set for automatic operation (all switches
in "AUTOMATIC), Freon 12 system zust be monitored at the console at
all times. When it begins to :,witch over to refrigeration mode,
Steps B, C, D, I and J above must be carried out.
REFRIGERATION TO RADIATOR - MANUAL
Step A.
Set mode control switch to "RADIATOR'
Step B.
Open BV2, maintain until Freon 12 system pressure and aux
compressor pressure equali-,e
Step C.
Command SV4 "OPEN"
St ep D.
Set reg. N2 pressure at 150 psi
Step E.
Verif)r valve status check .List
Step F.
Close BV2
SteA G.
Monitor accumulator quantity level. If quantity in
accumulator goes below 5 percent, command SV4 closed, and
shut down system.
Step H.
Prior to next anticipated owitchover to refrigeration mode,
chill a.ux accumulator to achieve vapor pressure of 50 psi.
. . a
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